BIBLE-OPOLY
One of the most popular Christian games of all time! BIBLEOPOLY has very unique game play. The object of the game is to be the first player to build a church in one of the Bible cities. In BIBLEOPOLY, you can't win by destroying your opponents. You will only win by assisting the fellow players. Cooperation is what allows you to gain the things necessary to build your church and be a winner.

Code 3-0799.0010-1 Retail Price £33.55

VEGGIE CHECKERS
Bob the Tomato and Larry the Cucumber are at it again and this time you and a friend can share in the fun! Enjoy a Veggie version of the classic game of checkers. Collect as many custom Bob or Larry checkers as you can to become the winner! Ages 3 and up

Code: TAL7600 Retail £20.99

SUM WORD GAME
The party will be roaring as players “sum”up the 1-2-3 or 4 part(s) of a word by Sketching. Speaking or Acting them out! It’s the best of all three communication worlds. Be the first team to SUM up 21 parts and you WIN! Ages 13 and up

Code TAL6200 Retail price £34.99

DON’T SINK IN THE SINK
Who but a bunch of Veggies would think of racing across the sink full of dishes, pots and pans? Kids will have fun helping 1 of their favourite Veggies get to the other side and win this silly race! but getting there is a challenge! Kids memory skills are continuously tested they must remember where the solid landings are. The next time they play everything will be changed because of the 4 different memory maze patterns hidden beneath the surface. Ages 4 to 10

Code TAL7360 Retail £19.99

PROVERBIAL WISDOM JUNIOR
This wonderful game has proverbs you know and some you will learn. Get ready to play, it will soon be your turn. You’ll find 3 types of fun and easy cards: Sketch card—sketch or act out a proverb to your team mates to guess. Definition Card—choose the correct meaning or origin of a proverb. Picture Card–Guess what proverb is represented by a picture already drawn. In no time at all you will be “laughing like a hyena” and become “wise as an owl”. A true delight to play. Ages 7 and over

Code TAL 5370 Retail £19.99

INKLINGS
Don’t know the bible that well? No problem! The inklings board game is an exciting and unique question and answer game that requires strategy to win!, and can be played as teams or individuals. The game contains more than 280 questions for example: What am I? Who am I? Each question has 6 clues, the more clues you ask for the easier the clues get, but remember the more clues you ask for the less points you can win. Age 8 and up

Code: CGD709 Retail £19.99

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
LIFE STORIES
This game provides a great opportunity for people to share their Christian values with others. By sharing personal and family stories of the past, players gain a deeper understanding of family, friends, and new acquaintances. Spiritual are blessings are mixed in with smiles and laughter in this very unique experience. Age 6 to 106 2 to 8 players

Code 3001 Retail £24.99

APPLES TO APPLES
Apples to Apples Bible Edition brings this award winning card and party game to the Christian community! It’s as easy as comparing “apples to apples”... Just open the box, deal the cards and you’re ready for instant family fun! Select the card from your hand that you think is most like the card played by the judge. If the judge picks your card, you win that round. And, everyone gets a chance to be the judge! It’s the perfect game for youth groups, families and friends’ Ages 9 and up

Code CGD716 Retail £24.99

SOLOMON’S TEMPLE
Do you have what it takes to handle the Israelites rebellion against God, deal with the Babylonian attacks and still find time to complete the Temple before your opponent does. This game is supplied with 2 game boards one for each player. Age 7 and up

Code CGD707 Retail £15.99

UNGAME
The best selling Christian family communication game in history. Ungame continues to encourage sharing, and understanding in a “Safe” atmosphere. Players move around this none competitive game and share feelings, values and a true sense of communication. Ages 5 to 105

Code 1201 Retail £24.99

THE UNGAME POCKET SIZE
This game is available in 6 different versions of the most popular communication game ever. Use them to open up communication in a family or small group setting. Ideal for travelling, or at the beach, they also work well in Sunday School, each has unique questions not found in the board game.

Code 1300 All Ages Code 1315 Couples
Code 1320 Family Code 1335 Teens
Code 1340 Kids Code 1345 Christian

Age 5 to Adult 2 or more players Retail £15.50

GUESSTURES
Act out the charade before it gets swallowed by the card-hungry “Mimer Timer”!
Ages 12 and up. 4 or more players

Code: CGD715 Retail £19.99

LUCY THE LADYBUG & HERMIE AND WORMIE
24 piece Jigsaw puzzle. Have fun time and again piecing together this delightful picture. Ages 3-7

Code TAL 8200 Retail £3.99

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk

Feb 2020
BIBLEMAN JIGSAW
63 piece jigsaw  Ages 4 and over
Conquering the Wrath of Rage
Code TAL5210  Retail £5.99

LITTLE BLESSINGS JIGSAW
40 piece jigsaw puzzle.  11.5” x 16.25”
Code TAL5750  Retail £4.50

HERMIE & FRIENDS - WEBSTER THE SCAREDY SPIDER
24 piece jigsaw puzzle.  Size 10” X 13” Ages 3 - 7
Code TAL8300  Retail £4.99

HERMIE AND FRIENDS
Have fun with Hermie and all his friends as you try and be the first player to get rid of all the cards in your Stock Pile. Will you be the one that has the most Wild Cards or the player that has the biggest run of cards? Win or not you will have a delightful time playing with these colourful cards and challenging your friends and family Ages 4 and over 2-6 players
Code TAL 8320  Retail £8.50

BLINK CARD GAME
The World’s Fastest Game! Blink is the lightning fast game where two players race to be the first to play all of their cards. Using sharp eyes and fast hands, players quickly try to match the shape, count, or colour on the cards. The first player out of cards wins! Fast and portable, Blind is instant fun for everyone 60 symbol cards, Embossed tin, 2 players, less than 2 minutes per game Ages 7 to Adult
Code CGD506  Retail £7.99

CHURCH WINDOWS CARD GAME
The beautiful stained glass windows of Matthew, Mark, Luke and John need your help. Use all of the cards to rebuild the apostles and you can win Church Windows! ages 6 and up 2 TO 4 players
Code TAL 4650  Retail £8.50

STOP ‘N GO CARD GAME
Stop 'N Go is a quick action card game that is fun for everyone. Play is driven by hand-eye co-ordination and quick responses. Players race to be the first to get rid of their cards by matching colours and watching out for special cards.
ages 10 - 12 2 TO 6 players
Code TAL 4250  Retail £12.50

REDEMPTION Double Deck Starter Pack - Rare Collectibles!
This action packed Redemption collectable trading card game for 2 or more players ages 8 and up. Players send their heroes into battle against their opponents’ evil hordes in an attempt to rescue lost souls. Each of these decks contains 50 common, uncommon and rare unlimited edition cards. Collect and track them with your friends to create the ultimate deck!
Code 0-9647.0824-8  Retail £8.99

BOOSTER PACKS (Contains 8 unlimited edition game cards)
Code 0-9647.0826-4  Retail £1.50

PLUSH PRAYER BEAR
Children will adore this soft, cuddly prayer bear. Press his paws to hear the beautiful prayers. He carries a satchel on his back in which there is a little book containing the 4 prayers.
Size: 10” high
Code: CGD8611  Retail £29.00

Visit our website: www.harvestfieldsdistribution.co.uk
TALES OF GLORY NATIVITY PLAY SET
Children bring the story of Jesus' birth to life with this charming Nativity Set. The complete collection features a mini storybook describing the birth of Christ and 17 toy pieces ideal for little hands to play and learn.

Code: CGD8220M      Retail £32.50

TALES OF GLORY GALILEAN BOAT PLAY SET
Children bring the story of Jesus and his disciples to life with this charming Galilean Boat playset. The complete collection features a mini storybook and 15 toy pieces ideal for little hands to play and learn.

Code: CGD8223M     Retail £29.50

TALES OF GLORY NOAH’S ARK PLAY SET
Children bring the story of Noah to life with this charming Noah's Ark set. The complete collection features a mini storybook describing the story of Noah and 17 toy pieces ideal for little hands to play and learn.

Code: CGD8222M     Retail £29.50

NOAH’S ARK BUILD A STORY PLAYSET
Contains Noah and 6 animals, easy to build ark, 2 sticker sheets and an unfolding story book scene. Ages 3+

Code: CGD8231     Retail £23.00

TALES OF GLORY DAVID & GOLIATH PLAY SET
Children bring the story to life with this charming David & Goliath playset. 16 pieces; figurines 3” high and Goliath 5” high: Giant poster 11” x 17”.

Code: CGD8230     Retail £34.75

TALES OF GLORY PLAY SETS:
David & Goliath CGD8215
Daniel in the Lions Den CGD8210
Jesus feeds 5,000 CGD8217
Moses and the 10 Plagues CGD8213
Birth of Jesus CGD8219
Jesus Walks on the Water CGD8218
Jonah and the Big Fish CGD8216

£9.25 Retail